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A autora best seller do USA Today, Lexy Timms, traz para você um romance doce e sexy que fará com que
você torça pelo azarão até o fim!

Ele gemeu. Isto era tortura. Estar preso em uma sala com uma linda mulher era praticamente a fantasia de
qualquer homem, mas ele precisava se lembrar que isto era apenas fingimento.

Allyson Smith tinha uma paixonite pelo seu chefe há anos, mas nunca se atreveu a fazer uma jogada. Quando
ela se encontra sem um acompanhante para o casamento iminente do seu irmão, Allyson conta para sua
família uma mentira inocente: que ela está namorando seu chefe. Infelizmente seu chefe descobre sua
mentira e insiste em posar como seu namorado para acompanhá-la ao casamento.

O bilionário playboy Dane Prescott sempre tem uma nova herdeira nos seus braços, mas não consegue tirar a
sua assistente Allyson da mente. Ele lutou contra sua atração por ela até que se vê preso no seu esquema de
um relacionamento falso.

Um final de semana apaixonado com seu chefe tem Allyson Smith questionando tudo que ela acredita.
Apaixonar-se por um playboy rico como Dane é contra as regras, mas se ela está apenas fingindo, qual é o
problema?
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From Reader Review Fingindo - Série Bilionário Impostor for
online ebook

Never Stop Reading or Dreaming says

Ends in an undisclosed cliffhanger.

Tonia Rodriguez says

Warning: big cliffie

Ok, so I started out enjoying this. I mean I was all in it, invested from the beginning. Unfortunately it
stopped at 78%. Just stopped! I don't like how authors split their books nowadays and this ending really
upset me. I liked Allyson, who is loyal and strong. I loved Dane, until he became wishy washy. The storyline
was interesting and like I said pulled me in from the beginning, but that sudden end ruined the whole thing.
Not sure I'm going to finish the series if this is how each ends up.

Jane Elizabeth says

Lexy did it again! The saying by Walter Scott...what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to
deceive...is the only way to describe this story.
Allyson Smith told her family a little white lie, which managed to explode into a horrendously gigantic
mess!
Crushing on her billionaire boss was one thing, but telling her family they were dating wasn't the smartest
thing she had ever done.
Dane Prescott was hiding feelings for Allyson also, but now it has gone to far!
Both sides of his family were from very "old money" and Allyson just wasn't from their world.
I can't say any more without revealing their secrets and spoilers, just realize you absolutely need to read this
story!!

Rose Baker says

Beware...Cliffhanger

I really, really dislike when an author puts out a book and (1) it's a cliffhanger, (2) the last 20% to 30% of the
"book" are blurbs and ads for the writers other works. Not cool, Ms. Timms, not cool at all. Also, a good
editor would come in handy, you called the main character by the wrong name at the beginning of chapter 7.
That is just laziness.



Alice Leisy says

Didn't read

I will not read a series. Nothing in the blurb indicated this was not a standalone. Lease be more forthcoming.

Danielle (The Blonde Likes Books) says

DNF. So bad.

Em says

I had a really difficult time with this one. I wanted to like it. It started off interestingly enough, but as the
story progressed I wanted to smack them all. Dane and Allyson changed their minds so much I think I have
whiplash. It was just frustrating and of course, ended on a cliffhanger. I didn't feel like it was a full enough
story to warrant one.

I barely muddled through the audio version. Verity Burns as a narrator was horrible (I feel awful about
saying it, though). Overlooking the fact that the accent was wrong for the story, she was boring. She has a
monotone reading voice and a few odd things that bothered me (such as the "r" sound pronounced as a "w",
it's nitpicky of me and maybe that's how it's pronounced where the narrator is from, but it made it difficult to
follow the story).

GypsyBelle says

Sadly I didn't finish this one, I just could seem to get into it !

Maree Repa says

Allyson's Romantic Dreams

Five Amazing series

I was so completely thrilled to receive the first book of this most wonderful book new series, Fake
Billionaires. Written by Lexy Timms. This brand new most amazing romantic series will grab you right from
the beginning.

As Allyson Smith was playing baseball. She hit the ball flying so high and landing so perfectly at her boss'
head. Every time it was hit, ending right at that same place . Right next to the most wonderful, and
amazingly man, Dane Prescott. He was just so perfectly delicious. She still hoped that we all can simply



survive ourselves together to have wonderful time.

Allyson's brother was getting married. To have his whole family there too. She still hoped without her
interfering family, that she might find her romance with Dane. Although maybe I shouldn't have hit him with
the baseball so many times. This was absolutely hilarious! Dane was just so simply so gorgeous, fit and
strong.

Allyson had worked hard working for Dane Prescott. He was a successful billionaire who ran as CEO of
Prescott Global. He worked praise all his workers and depended on all of them. They world play sports
together against other businesses too. All getting group photos of their wonderful day.

Until other member from overseas companies wanted a pic of just Dane and Allyson together. She felt her
plans of romance were now coming true. Now she just hoped now that Dane would join her and come to this
wedding and met her family too. Cause she is expected to bring her boyfriend too!!!

I completely adored this most fabulous, enjoy and hilarious book so much. What a most intensely romantic
tale. Such a brilliant, exciting and wonderful book. Such a complete winner to me too!!!

* I recommend this book to everyone!!

Jeannie says

What started as a small lie, turns into more lies and potentially can end a business and friendship...

Allyson Smith has been working as the PA to Dane Prescott for a couple of years, when she's required to
attend her brother's wedding she hatches a plan to lie to her family telling them she's in a relationship with
her boss, but when he finds out he wants to be her date for the weekend.

Dane Prescott, billionaire and CEO of Prescott Global has a great working relationship with his PA, but he's
under pressure from his family to get rid of her, because of a merger with another company. To get away
from an inevitable meeting with his mother about his PA Dane jumps at the chance to get away with Allyson
for the weekend.

After a family feud at the wedding Allyson and Dane end up in bed together, and the lines between employee
and employer blur. The two are not sure what to make of it, and run through a lot of hot and cold emotions,
business or pleasure?

When they return home things change with the news that the tabloids think they are now engaged, do they
keep up the charade or come clean?

Anyway this story didn't appeal to me the further along the book went, it was polar opposites, one minute
they're hot and heavy the next they're being cold to each other ¯\_(?)_/¯ who does that? Not sure if I'll read
the other books when they come out because the first one didn't make me want to read on.



Em__Jay says

Let's face it, billionaires in romance books tend to have many of the same characteristics. They're ruthless,
rude and downright nasty.

I was pleasantly surprised with Dane Prescott. Sure, he is a workaholic. And yes, he does have the requisite
revolving door for all the women in his life. Although up front we are introduced to a man who genuinely
likes his assistant Allyson. He is attracted to her but apart from that, he shows her kindness and compassion
and offers to help with a fake relationship.

Allyson Smith may have a crush on her boss but she's smart enough to keep her personal and professional
lives separate. She is intelligent, an asset to the company and displays no TSTL moments. Refreshing!

Dane and Allyson's relationship is somewhat of a rollercoaster ride as they try to outmanoeuvre their
respective family's machinations - be it trying to keep them together or keeping them apart. Additionally they
question themselves and each other as they determine whether they are right for each other. Even with
uncertainty around them, I appreciated that they did communicate. The messages were not always the hearts
and flowers variety but they were real.

At just under 5 hours, the book kept me pleasantly entertained for an entire afternoon.

Verity Burns narrates this book. Her British accent was pleasant to listen to and both male and female parts
were distinct. I did feel that the narration was at times too soft-spoken. I also found the first few minutes
difficult to get into because I felt the speech bordered on the monotone. Overall, it was a good narration and I
would be happy to listen to another of Verity's narrations.

I was given a free review copy of this audiobook at my request and I have voluntarily left this review.

MJ says

Maddening. It's a cliffhanger. It's a serial... aka, one book split into many for no reason but money. It's got
plenty of eye rolling stupidity from supposedly smart people. And to top it all off, there's more flip flopping
than you'll see with 10 dying fish!

Crystal Sams says

DNF at 65%. I wanted to quit before that, but kept thinking it'd get better. But it didn't and I have too long of
a to-read list to waste time finishing it.



Siobhan says

Although Faking It is the first book in the Fake Billionaire series, I entered the book believing there would
be a conclusion in this one. Sadly, I was mistaken. This book ends on a cliff-hanger, so much of the story
still being open. The blurb of this one had me believing there would at least be a conclusion, the page
number more than enough for these kinds of stories, but I was mistaken. Had I been more interested in the
story, I may have continued on, sadly there was not enough about this one to make me want to read the rest
of the series – because, honestly, we can all work out where Temporary CEO and Caught in the Act will take
us.

In all honesty, Faking It was more of a two-point-five star read. I was feeling nice when giving this one a
rating, and due to that I admit to giving it a three star round up rating when I may not have done so at other
times. It wasn’t that I disliked this story, simply that it did not pull me in as much as I had wanted it to.

Like many romance fans, I’m a lover of the billionaire trope. Such stories should feel repetitive by now, and
yet I’m still pulled in and finding myself new addictions. I was hoping Faking It would provide such a story
– one I could become lost in – yet I found myself unable to connect throughout most of the story.

There were certain elements of the story that did interest me, but it was hard to enjoy these aspects when I
did not like the main characters. I could not connect with either of them, which prevented me from losing
myself in the story. It wasn’t a dislike of them per se, more so an inability to care about them. There was
nothing to make them stand out, and what could have been a wonderful play between the two of them felt
smothered by the speed at which events played out. Rather than allowing things to develop, we were thrown
straight in without any real feelings growing – then, we jumped from one extreme to the other. Such a thing
can work, if there is feeling behind it. Unfortunately, words that could have been used to create emotion were
used to reiterate what had happened in the prior chapters – an unnecessary element of storytelling when a
book is this short.

I admit, there was potential for this one; sadly, it failed to deliver.

MJ Symmonds says

Ok first, shocker, I didn't know this was the first in a series. So yeah I was like, what!? Yes this ends on a
cliffhanger & it's a good one. Luckily I actually like cliffhangers so it was no biggie to me.

I really loved Dane & Allyson. This was a fantastic Billionaire Playboy office romance.

Allyson finds herself dateless for her brothers upcoming wedding so to keep her family off her back she lies
& says she's dating her boss Dane, who unfortunately can't make it to the wedding. Through a series of
events Dane finds out about Allyson's little white lie. Instead of being reprimanded as she expected to be
Dane actually offers to be her pretend date to the shindig. Sadly for the two the little white lie snowballs out
of control and becomes a lie of epic proportions.

As Dane & Allyson continue to build on the lie & fake relationship they have, their true feelings start to mix
with the story they have woven but with so much on the line how far is too far?



The ending to this one is amazing & yes you don't get the full story but I'm sure it will be worth the wait.

I did have one issue and that was the editing. There wasn't an over abundance of mistakes & I can usually
over look them but in one place the hero's name was spelled Dale instead of Dane and for me this is a big no
no. But aside from that excellent read!


